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BYRON
BAY HAS
COME A
LONG
WAY FROM
THE DAYS
WHEN

LONGHAIRED
SURFERS

WERE
JAILED AND
“TREATED” TO

CREW
CUTS.
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ARWEN
JOYCE meets a
few of the MOVERS
behind this boho BEACH
TOWN’s ongoing EVOLUTION

( by r on bay )

PICTURE BYRON SURF FESTIVAL

i’m
standing left foot
forward on a longboard.
She’s a beauty: glossy,
candy-apple red finish with
sporty black pin lines and a
single fin. More than just a piece
of laminated polystyrene foam, this
surfboard is a highly engineered piece
of equipment harnessing the principles
of fluid dynamics into an elegant gliding
machine. I’m a bit wobbly but for a few fleeting
seconds coasting along the base of a standing wave
is exhilarating. As I reach the end of the breaker,
the advice legendary Byron surfboard designer Bob
McTavish imparted in his office the previous day echoes in
my ear: “When you come out on the other side of that crumbly
little wave, step onto the nose of the longboard – it’s the best
feeling ever.” I try to step forward but my feet are frozen in place. I
start to panic and then I wake up.
It’s 3am and my first surfing lesson on Tallow Beach, just south of
Byron Bay, is just hours away. Another local legend I met in town a day
earlier, Simon Jones, has agreed to take me out on a board he shaped, glassed
and polished in the small workshop set up behind his house in the Suffolk Park
hills. Despite my vivid dream, I have no illusions that I’ll succeed in standing up
on the board right away, even under Simon’s patient tutelage. But Byron is a place
for dreamers and in this sun-drenched hippie surfer town on the easternmost tip of
Australia, it feels as though anything is possible.
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“About an hour after I arrived at Wategos
Beach, the cops came screaming down
in an old Falcon and threw me in the
back of the car. First stop was the
barbershop for a crew cut”
Byron Bay is a former port and industrial centre turned tourist
mecca that’s blessed with nearly year-round sun. Describing the
vibe here as “laidback” is something of an understatement.
Forget jaywalking, Byron encourages barefoot jay-strolling.
Soft beaches flank a lighthouse-topped headland that
blocks the wind, ensuring that there’s usually at
least one stretch of coast with favourable surfing
conditions on any given day. On the trail that
runs south along the coast from the downtown
core, almost every vehicle has a surfboard
strapped to its roof. Beach towels hang
drying from campervan windows
and the smell of fried eggs lingers
around public beachside
barbecues.
An abundance of
Volkswagen Kombi vans,
throwback threads
and long-feathered
hairstyles has me
questioning
whether my
flight to
the

SIMON
JONES

FESTIVALS IN BYRON
Along with the annual surf
festival, the beachside town
stays festive all year round
Sample Food Festival
6-7 Sep, www.samplensw.com
Boomerang Festival
4-6 Oct, www.boomerang
festival.com.au
Byron Bay Surf Festival
25-27 Oct,
www.byronbaysurffestival.com
Byron Latin Fiesta
1-3 Nov,
www.byronlatinfiesta.com.au
Mullum Music Festival
21-24 Nov,
www.mullummusicfestival.com
Uplift Festival 12-14 Dec,
www.upliftfestival.com
International Film Festival
28 Feb-9 Mar 2014,
www.bbff.com.au
Bluesfest 17-31 Apr 2014,
www.bluesfest.com.au

Gold Coast bent the space-time continuum.
But notwithstanding the fact that it’s apparently
“footwear optional” around here, this mellow minimetropolis has a few surprises up its sleeve. For one,
there’s a vibrant culinary scene and an impressive number of
commercial-grade espresso machines per capita. Then there’s the
pride, energy and community-oriented spirit of Byron’s residents.
Attitudes towards surf culture have changed
radically since Bob McTavish first passed through Byron in 1963. Long-haired
surfers were considered unwelcome troublemakers. Bob remembers, “About
an hour after I arrived at Wategos Beach, the cops came screaming down in an old
Falcon and threw me in the back of the car. First stop was the barbershop for a crew
cut.” Which was how, without charge or explanation, Bob spent his first night in Byron,
not camping on the beach as he’d planned, but sporting a new hairdo in police lock-up.
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Today, this seems almost unimaginable. The town has fully embraced the surfing arts community
and its eco-friendly, open-minded ethos. Family-run organic grocery stores outnumber fast-food
joints, buskers of impressive quality perform on street corners and at sunset a drum circle forms
spontaneously at the north end of the beach to give thanks for another beautiful day.
Far from being a drain on society, as was once feared, surfers here earn a living doing
everything from shaping surfboards to shooting indie surf films. In recent years, the
contributions of these artistic surfers to the community have been showcased and
celebrated by the Byron Bay Surf Festival. Mike Jahn, one of the event’s founders, says,
“Surfing is so much a creative endeavour. You have to have technical and athletic
skills but also be able to connect with nature and read the ocean.”
Last year, about 2,000 surf-culture enthusiasts from near and far attended
the festival’s film screenings, concerts and exhibitions. In October, the
festival kicks off its third year and promises to be an even larger
gathering. Mike and his team plan to “create a beautiful space in the
public green with retro furniture, huge teepees and four yurts”
to house art exhibits, workshops and surf stalls. The festival
is perfect for anyone interested in learning about, and
exchanging ideas related to, surfing and the arts.

BOB
MCTAVISH

WHERE TO STAY
Byron Bay YHA is right in
the middle of the action and
the staff will happily sort out
your snorkelling trip or surfing
lesson. A pool, barbie, outdoor
deck and comfy common
room are all at guests’ disposal
and wetsuits, surfboards and
bicycles are available to rent.
Dorm beds from A$30, double
rooms with private bath from
A$100. www3.yha.com.au
Rooms in the Atlantic’s three
beachy plantation houses
provide a quiet retreat in the
heart of town. Some of the
rooms boast kitchen facilities
and private decks – perfect for
a longer stay. For the fullon retro surf vibe, book the
American Airstream Trailer – a
vintage caravan on site that has
been kitted out with modern
comforts. Double en suite
room specials are available
from around A$200 per night.
www.atlanticbyronbay.com.au

Bob
McTavish
agrees that
an alternative
surfing festival is
an event whose time
has come. “In the ’60s,”
he recalls, “we attended
surfing contests for the
‘gathering of the tribe’ – to hang
out with people who shared our
passion. In the ’80s that got corrupted
by increasing commercialism and
competitiveness and some of the beauty of
surfing was lost. Over the last 10 years there
has been a massive rejection of that culture and
it’s been fantastic. The festival pulls in creative

An abundance of
Volkswagen vans, throwback
threads and long-feathered
hairstyles has me questioning
whether my flight to the Gold Coast
bent the space-time continuum
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types and positive thinkers and it’s wonderful.” Given Byron’s natural surfing location and strong
community spirit, it feels like the right place at the right time to stage a celebration of surf culture.
Johnny Abegg, a former professional surfer turned filmmaker who helped judge the
festival’s short film competition last year, also sings Byron’s praises. “It’s such a creative and
broadminded little city. I grew up in Tasmania and if you rode a pink surfboard with four fins
down there you’d get a lot of strange looks. Here, anything goes.” Johnny fell in love with
Byron’s creative energy when he moved here with his family at age 15. After racking up
heavy debts chasing his pro-surfer dreams on the international tour he came back
and managed to channel his love of the sport in a new direction, teaching himself
how to shoot and edit films. “Surfing is not just subject matter for my work,
it’s a release point,” he confides. “I’ve always loved surfing but when I was
competing I was training, working, being judged. Now I’ve found a love for
it again.” As if to prove his point, Johnny is abruptly out the door – the
sun is shining and the surf is calling.
Finally, it’s time for my surfing lesson with Simon. Despite the
gorgeous weather, the beach is nearly empty. The only blot in the
sky is a hang-glider launched from a wooden platform near
Cape Byron Lighthouse. Eschewing an extensive practice
session on the beach, Simon drops onto his stomach

BRETT
MUNRO

TOTS IN TOW?
Those travelling with a younger
posse should head 10 minutes
south of Byron Bay to the
Macadamia Castle. Welcoming
visitors for over 35 years,
the animal park is filled with
local wildlife and unlimited
mini-golf, and along with the
café and nut bar, provides a
full day’s entertainment for
the whole family. A gourmet
store is also fully stocked with
supplies to take home to your
own kitchen.
www.macadamiacastle.com.au
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and
very
quickly
demonstrates
a beginner stance:
bring up your right
knee; step up on your
left foot; stand up. Lesson
over, I grab the custom-made
surfboard he brought for me
and follow him into the waves.
With knees high we
wade through the foam, dive under
and in a few kicks emerge on the back-side
of the breakers. As an approaching wave
gains speed, Simon turns the surfboard around
to face the beach and calls out, “Jump on!” I do
as I’m told and, gripping the rails, hold my breath as
the wave sweeps me into shore. My moxie grows and
on the next wave I push up onto my right knee. Feeling
triumphant, I paddle back out to where Simon is treading
water in a sea that has gone calm. The next wave takes me
by surprise, and pulls me and the board under in a churning
tangle of limbs. I emerge coughing and sputtering with a nose full
of seawater. “Don’t worry,” Simon
Scoot to Gold Coast.
says with a kind smile, “every surfer
Book your flights at
wipes out.” I paddle back out into the
www.flyscoot.com
waves; the dream lives on.

